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Fortuño looks to permits, labor reform
for future economic development
Governor says it’s time to talk about growth; job creation seen
in exports, energy, construction, biotech and manufacturing

BY JOHN MARINO

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

I

n an exclusive interview at La Fortaleza,
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS asked Gov. Luis
Fortuño when he would be turning his attention
to economic development for tomorrow and
the future now that he has laid out a detailed
plan to address the fiscal crisis confronting his
administration.
It was pleasing to hear the process has already
started, with different committees working on

different aspects of economic strategy that he
is turning his attention to. He discussed some
of these issues in general terms, pending final
recommendations.
In fact, the administration will file permit
reform legislation after the Easter legislative
recess that will make it much easier and secure
to open a business in Puerto Rico, Fortuño told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS. The package will be
submitted to the Legislature after the expected
approval of legislation promoting public-private
partnerships (PPPs), which has been the subject

of lengthy Senate-La Fortaleza negotiations.
Together, the two measures comprise the
governor’s opening salvo in an effort to improve
investment conditions on the island to foster longterm economic growth. It will be accompanied by
a steady push toward cleaner and cheaper forms
of energy and will be followed up by a proposed
reform of island labor laws and then a major tax
reform at midterm, expected to cut individual
and corporate income tax rates, as well as review
current industrial incentives.
Continued on next page
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Program aims to nurture microbusinesses at public-housing projects
Goal is to help 150 enterprises; essential part of program is teaching participants
about responsibilities and benefits of legitimizing their operations
BY JOHN MARINO

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

A

new program for microbusinesses operating at island public-housing projects promises to
“take them to the next step.”
It may be a loan, a marketing plan
or accounting expertise. Whatever
these tiny operations need to reach
their potential, the Cuna Para el
Desarrollo Empresarial, or Business
Development Incubator program, is
there to deliver.
“This is their starting off point.
We work with existing microenterprises to help them grow and make
them better,” said Juan Woodroffe,
president of Juan Woodroffe &
Associates, which won a competitive bid last November to run the
program for the Puerto Rico Public
Housing Authority. “The next step
is they want to expand.”
The goal is to help 150 such
microenterprises. Already, 200 have
been identified throughout island
housing projects, said Woodroffe,
a former banker and past head of the
Puerto Rico Industrial Development
Co. and Commercial Development
Administration.
The program is directed at enterprises so tiny they don’t even qualify as “small businesses,” he said.
Most involve a single person, or
maybe a few members of a family,
and are run out of the individual’s
housing unit. Enterprises include catering, beautician services, cleaning
and maintenance work, handyman
services, babysitting and elderly
care, photography and video, food
markets and increasingly gardening and small-scale agricultural
production.
Last week, dozens of participants
attended seminars on how to file taxes for their businesses and comply
with other state responsibilities.
In fact, fear of paperwork and
other issues tied to “legalizing”
these businesses is one of the biggest factors holding back their development, added Gloria Guzmán,
project manager for Juan Woodroffe
& Associates.
“It is fear of the unknown,” Guzmán
said. “How do I comply with my
government responsibilities? How

Project manager Gloria Guzmán, center, says fear of paperwork
and state responsibilities is one of the main factors holding back
the growth of microenterprises.

do I register my business? How
will this affect my rent payment?”
Guzmán said an essential part of
the program is to show these entrepreneurs they will benefit by taking these steps to legitimize their
businesses.
The ultimate goal for these entrepreneurs is to earn enough to leave
public housing and buy their own
home, Guzmán said.
“It’s the dream of all residents,
not just in public housing but those
renting elsewhere as well, to own
their own residence,” said Johanna
Oyola, who runs a landscaping business with her husband at a Caguas
public-housing project.
The program also helps these
entrepreneurs navigate the maze
of commonwealth, municipal and
federal assistance available to them
including low-cost loans or business
grants as well as programs run by
banks, cooperatives and nonprofit
agencies such as Consumer Credit
Counseling Services.
Bringing their enterprise to the
next level means different things to
different entrepreneurs seeking assistance through the program.
For Julio Cádiz Tapia, who runs
event planner JCT Professional Ujier
Service Inc., finding a locale to operate his business is essential, since he
needs room for his inventory of tables, chairs and other supplies, which
can’t be stored in his apartment at

Santurce’s Luis Llorens Torres
public-housing project. Also, many
government grants are contingent on
having his own place of business.
“My business is starting to earn,
but it has been difficult to take advantage of some of the help the
government offers entrepreneurs
because I need my own locale,”
Cadiz said.
For Ana Medina Carrasquillo,
who makes handcrafted jewelry at
a Caguas public-housing project,
a marketing strategy is essential
to fulfilling her dream of developing her business enough to leave
her government job at the Child
Support Administration. Currently,
she makes about 30 pieces per week,
selling to neighbors and co-workers.
Production could surge if she were

able to dedicate herself full time to
the pursuit.
The program is focusing on helping her market her jewelry by printing brochures and setting up a webpage to increase her sales. There are
also hopes of getting her creations
in stores on a consignment basis and
eventually opening her own shop.
“She has been very focused. We
foresee that Annie, in two or three
years, can be on her own,” Guzmán
said.
Another Caguas micro enterprise
involved in the program is Doctor
Garden, a landscaping company run
by Oyola and her husband Ángel
Torres.
Taking their business to the next
step means buying a vehicle that
can carry all the equipment they
need to design gardens and maintain
them. Started last year, the business
has about 30 clients, Torres said.
“It’s a field where we see a lot of
potential.”
In fact, business is so good, the couple is considering hiring employees,
but is worried about the requirements
entailed regarding State Insurance
Fund and other payments.
“That’s another reason we are here.
The program is also showing us how
to comply with our responsibilities
to the government,” Oyola said.
The program focuses on existing
microenterprises because the people
behind them have already taken that
most difficult first step—starting a
business.
“They just don’t have the tools to
develop their businesses,” Guzmán
said. “That’s where we come in.” 䡲

Program participants receive counseling on everything they need
to develop their business, from marketing to financing.

Gov. Luis Fortuño, left, listens to CARIBBEAN BUSINESS Publisher & Editor-in-Chief Manuel A. Casiano, right, during an interview
as Government Editor John Marino, center, takes notes.
Continued from previous page

“Now we have to execute. We’re done with
the fiscal side. Now we can talk about growth,”
Fortuño said, in explaining the effort.
There is nothing new about the governor’s plan
to return the Puerto Rican economy to positive
terrain, and to create the tens of thousands of new
private-sector jobs needed to maintain that growth
and foster renewed prosperity on the island. In
fact, it is all about confronting the perennial
problems on the island that have plagued and
pestered would-be investors and business owners
for decades.
Though the governor acknowledges the dismal
economic outlook, and the reality of the tough
global investment climate, he sees opportunity
in the fiscal crisis because it is forcing the
government to take steps that should have been
taken long ago to cut down on bureaucracy and
excessive regulation.
“We have a unique opportunity to fix things,”
the governor said. “When you look at energy
issues, tax structure, labor issues, this is a great
opportunity for us.”
As his administration pushes reforms to improve
the investment landscape, Fortuño said he would
be an aggressive salesman for Puerto Rico at
every opportunity.
He spoke to CARIBBEAN BUSINESS following a sit down with the world’s richest man,
Microsoft founder Bill Gates, whose estimated
investment on the island will exceed $600 million
over the next four years, and hours before attending a cast party for Johnny Depp’s new film, “The

Rum Diary,” to discuss with its director making
future movies on the island.
Next month, Fortuño said he would meet with
the 14 CEOs of the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies, and lay out the welcome mat for them
too.
“I’m clear about what my job description is. I
will just continue to go out there and promote investment in Puerto Rico. I will meet with whomever I need to meet with,” said Fortuño, adding he
sees opportunities for job creation in construction
and real estate, manufacturing and biotechnology,
developing alternative sources of energy and increased exports of products and services.
“We have to build on our strengths. We have
the tools; if we address the permits issue and the
cost of energy in Puerto Rico, we have the tools
to grow.”

LAYING THE FOUNDATION
FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
The administration is hopeful the federal
economic stimulus package, combined with local
stimulus efforts, which will inject nearly $7 billion
in the economy over the next two years, will lift
the island from the recession in which it has been
wallowing for three years.
The governor said he is maximizing the
infrastructure component of the federal stimulus
package (some $900 million) by directing most
of his $500 million “criollo” stimulus package
toward that end, as well as directing that “95
percent” of a $536.4 million education funding
assignment under the federal plan is spent on
school improvements. Infrastructure investment

has a greater multiplier effect on the economy
than other forms of government spending, such
as on programs, according to economists.
However, down the road, the government
sees most investment coming from the private
sector—even in areas traditionally undertaken
by government. That is why the first order of
business following Easter break, is passing the
public-private partnership legislation that has
been held up by Senate amendments and because
of a few legal concerns.
It is “a great tool to attract private-sector
investments in areas where I wish the government
had the money to invest but doesn’t anymore,”
Fortuño said. “We had it in the 1980s and the
’90s, but not anymore. So it has to be the private
sector.”
Fortuño acknowledged concerns over “real
constitutional issues” and the need to harmonize
proposed Senate changes, but said they were
being addressed and predicted swift passage after
the Easter break.
“I called for a time-out,” Fortuño said. “I want to
make sure the law can’t be successfully challenged
once it is in place.”
Fortuño said the proposed legislation would
protect the public’s interest in PPPs and also be
“aggressive and attractive” for potential investors
when compared to offerings by counterparts in
the nation and elsewhere. About half of all U.S.
states have similar legislation.
Fortuño sees PPPs as a way to tap private funds
to construct large projects, as well as the wasteContinued on page 22
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to-energy, wind and solar projects he says the
administration will embrace in order to lower the
cost of power in Puerto Rico.
However, he also sees opportunities in biotech
development and manufacturing, in which the
government would share risks with private
investors through PPPs.
One likely PPP will be the Port of the Americas
project in Ponce, where South Korean investors
have already expressed interest in finishing and
operating the transshipment port.
“The South Koreans are willing to invest the
money, so let them invest the money, and we’ll
contract with them and move the project forward,”
Fortuño said.
He also said PPPs could be used on a number
of energy projects, especially the new generation
of waste-to-energy technology, which Fortuño
called a “win-win” for helping resolve both the
high cost of energy and the island’s exploding
solid waste problem.
The governor said he does not see the “huge
savings” with natural gas that you get with “clean
coal,” and he said waste-to-energy was a “logical
way to go” because it would lower energy costs
and help resolve the island’s mounting solid waste
management problem.
“We don’t have a choice. We have to deal with
our solid waste problem, and if at the same time we
can produce energy, that’s a win-win situation,”
Fortuño said.
And the government will continue to encourage
outside and local investment in real estate,
hotels and residences, especially in the “Golden
Triangle” area surrounding the Convention Center
in Miramar.
“We are about to talk about that openly—
expanding the purview of the Golden Triangle
project and what we want to see happening there
and create opportunity for developers locally and
nationally,” he said of the project launched under
his tenure as Tourism Co. executive director back
in the 1990s.
The governor also said he sees opportunities in
increasing exports of island products and services,
including professional expertise.
“We have not explored CAFTA-DR as an
opportunity for us at all,” he said of the free trade
pact the neighboring Dominican Republic entered
into with the U.S.
Fortuño also said the federal dollars available
for energy projects under the economic stimulus
package provide the funding to create the
conditions for Puerto Rico to be a regional source
of power.
“If we use the opportunities that there are under
the stimulus package in energy we could be a
source of alternative energy for the region and
attract technology here that could be used for the
region,” Fortuño said.
The governor also said he intended to expand
efforts to pursue opportunities in biotechnology
started by the previous administration.
“We should continue to explore it,” he said.
“We can do clinical research here, but not as

much research as development. If we can get a
commitment from the private sector we would
match it. We would work in tandem with the
private sector.”

THE NEXT STAGE
Regardless of the potential, the governor said
the permitting problem, the cost of energy and
other barriers to investment such as the excessive
labor legislation will need to be addressed if
opportunities to attract investment are to be
exploited.
“We are filing legislation in April regarding
permits that will be aggressive and engaging.
That’s the next stage,” the governor said. “It is
badly needed. The World Economic Forum always
talks about how bad it is in Puerto Rico because of
this. Every time anyone talks about Puerto Rico,
one of the negatives is the permitting process. It’s
just unbelievable.”
Fortuño said his team was still fine-tuning the
legislation, which would cut the number of permits
required for most projects in half and impose a
deadline on the government for acting on project
requests. It would also include making permits
less subject to judicial review, the governor
said, pointing to recent problems at the Paseo
Caribe project and elsewhere, where courts have
stopped projects that are duly permitted and under
construction.
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“Even the judicial review of the permitting
process has to change. That’s part of the permitting
process,” the governor said, saying the reform
would touch on the entire permitting process.
“There has to be a judicial review, but let those
who stop it pay for it.”
He said that the Paseo Caribe project is the
“poster child” for the problem, but it goes much
further than that, saying several projects have
wound up in court after getting permits and
commencing construction.
“We want to bring certainty to the process. In
order to attract capital, you need certainty,” he
said.
And while the finishing touches are being put
on the proposed permitting reform, the governor
said another team of advisers is preparing labor
law reform legislation that would be introduced
following the permits overhaul.
“Labor legislation will come after permitting
and I won’t stop until we finish,” Fortuño said.
The governor said the reform would seek to
create flexibility in labor legislation that would
benefit employees, who might want to enter
into “flexi-time” arrangements to schedule
work hours around childcare and other family
responsibilities.
The governor reiterated that all his fiscal efforts
have been aimed at setting the conditions for the
private sector to grow, aided by an upcoming tax
reform.
“What we are doing is making sure that in the
first time in a decade we have a balanced budget
and create the conditions for the private sector
to grow, not for the public sector to grow,” the
governor said. “We had some taxes in the package
because we wanted a balanced package for our
fiscal reconstruction but it goes against everything
I believe in and we want a tax reform halfway
through our term.”
“Raising taxes is not an answer,” he said.
Puerto Rico’s chief executive also appears
confident in the benefits of basic salesmanship,
and the ability of his pledged ceaseless efforts
in this area to pay off. He said he was personally
calling the CEOs of the 25 international air carriers
that landed at Luis Muñoz Marín International
Airport when he was in charge of the Tourism
Company and then the Economic Development
& Commerce Department. Currently, there are
just five international flights.
“This just needs a little tender loving care,” he
said.
The governor expects resistance from labor and
environmental groups and political opponents to
his proposed permit and labor reforms, but he said
the voters who elected him “decided they wanted
to move forward on the economy.”
“The economy was the No. 1 issue by far during
the campaign, and if there was a difference that
was very much open and discussed, it was our
approach on how to move the economy forward,”
he said of his gubernatorial race against former
Gov. Aníbal Acevedo Vilá. “The voters decided
they wanted change in this area. I won’t go
back on this. It’s damn the torpedoes, full
steam ahead.” 
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Four academic fields hold the key to future jobs
UPR conferring STEM degrees at double the U.S. rate; gives island global competitive edge
BY GINA M. HERNÁNDEZ

gina@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

o be competitive in the local and global economies, university students should consider academic degrees in science, technology, engineering
and math, according to University of Puerto Rico
President Antonio García Padilla.
The disciplines are collectively known as the
STEM fields.
“Careers in these fields are in high demand. In the
future, there will be even more jobs in these areas.
By preparing our students for STEM careers, UPR
is positioning itself as what I would call the envy
of contemporary universities around the world,”
García Padilla said.
Of all degrees awarded through the UPR
system last year (academic year 2007-08), STEM
accounted for 45% of bachelor’s degrees and 60%
of master’s degrees. Over the past five years, UPR
has conferred 157 Ph.D.’s and 2,033 master’s
degrees in STEM disciplines.
“We are graduating STEM students at a rate
that is twice the U.S. average. Puerto Rico has
a tremendous resource in this sense; it is an

UPR President Antonio García Padilla sees STEM
careers as a unique opportunity to increase Puerto
Rico’s global competitiveness.

extraordinary opportunity to get ahead in the
global STEM workplace and markets,” García
Padilla said.
“Additionally, our Engineering School in

Mayagüez ranks first of its kind in the U.S. in
terms of producing chemical engineers,” the UPR
president said. “Not the first Hispanic or minority
university, but first overall.”
García Padilla said it is common for people
with graduate studies go back to school to pursue
a master’s degree or even a second career in tough
economic times.
“While we have not seen a significant increase
in admissions as a result of the recession, we do
expect an increase in admission applications from
public high school students this year,” he said.
In today’s labor market, does it make sense to
pursue higher academic goals? CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS asked.
“It depends on the market. For instance, while it
may not make a big difference for a communications
professional to have a Ph.D. in terms of salary, a
Ph.D. opens the door for this person to teach at a
university. We are requiring all our professors to
have a Ph.D. to teach. On the other hand, if it is
a highly specialized area, such as biotechnology,
a higher degree gives the person a competitive
edge in this difficult labor market,” García Padilla
said. 

TOURISM
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BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

W

hat recession? For Luis “Tito”
Álvarez, president of Excel
Hospitality Management Group,
owner of Old San Juan’s Plaza de
Armas Hotel and La Cima Hotel in
Aguadilla, tough times are about turning challenges into opportunities.
Rather than retrench, Álvarez
has decided instead to expand and
deliver more value-for-money to his
customers.
After completing the 52-room
hotel expansion, Álvarez told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS he is
investing $150,000 to open Café
de Luna in the lobby area of the
landmark Old San Juan property.
The new restaurant, slated to open
in early May, will offer a light
lunch menu and wine bar at night.
With a cozy decor, featuring images
of international celebrities and
landmarks, the eatery will seat 40
create 12 new direct jobs.

Juan’s nightlife,” said Álvarez, who
acquired two empty retail spaces on
either side of the entrance of the
Howard Johnson-flagged hotel to
create the new cafe.
Álvarez is also boosting his San
Juan staff with the addition of
Gylvelisse Jiménez, new assistant
general manager, and David
Santiago, who will take over
evenings as night manager.
“I’m glad we have the opportunity
to continue growing our hotel staff,
who we consider part of our family,”
Álvarez said.
“What he has done with the Plaza
de Armas property is a great example
of an international brand being able
to come into a local marketplace
and get the essence of the locality,
keeping the heritage of the location
by adapting to local culture, yet
A view of the Plaza de Armas Hotel, a Howard Johnson property, which is set to
maintaining the brand flag. And it
open its new Café de Luna in May. The $150,000 addition will create 12 jobs.
works,” said Ken Greene, president
“We are very excited about Café de Luna, which
of Howard Johnson International.
people and will not only expand the overall experience of our
“I believe this has raised the level for Howard
guests, but also add a new component to Old San Johnson,” Greene added. 䡲

Renovated La Cima Hotel & Suites has a new staff
BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

L

a Cima Hotel & Suites has revamped its staff
on the heels of recent improvements to the
Aguadilla property.
“With this team of seasoned professionals,
I’m confident the hotel will be stable during
these difficult times and equipped to face new
challenges as well as identify new opportunities,”

said Luis Álvarez, president and managing
director of Ramey Hospitality Group, operators
of La Cima Hotel & Suites.
New hospitality staff includes: Miguel Blay,
director of business development; Edwin López,
hotel assistant manager; María González, executive assistant human resources & accounting; and
Vivian Ortiz, administrative assistant.
The 48-room property features two restaurants,
Nómadas, with an international menu, and Golden

Crown, featuring Chinese food. The hotel also
boasts a gym and a recently upgraded swimming
pool.
“These may be difficult times but they’re also the
best to reinvest in your property and prepare for
when the market turns around,” said Álvarez.
The hotel executive expects the western region
tourism industry to get a lift from the potential
expansion of FedEx at the Aguadilla airport and
the opening of two small hotels in the area. 䡲

American Airlines donates jet to public school
Miguel Such Vocational School to use aircraft in aviation maintenance
program; public school unveils facilities at former Roosevelt Roads base
BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

A

merican Airlines (AA) has donated one of
its McDonnell Douglas MD-80 series jets
to the Miguel Such Vocational School to provide
hands-on experience for students enrolled in the
technical maintenance aviation program.
The public high school, one of the island
Education Department’s best-known vocational
schools, is branching out from its Río Piedras
campus and unveiling new training facilities at

the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads in
Ceiba.
The MD-80 aircraft, brought in from AA’s
maintenance base in Tulsa, Okla., is the first on
a list of airline equipment the carrier has pledged
to the school.
The MD-80 series are twin-engine, mediumrange, single-aisle commercial jet airliners
introduced commercially in October 1980. The
model was lengthened and updated from the DC-9
series and can seat from 130 to 172 passengers
depending on seating arrangements. 䡲

The MD-80 series are twin-engine, medium-range,
single-aisle commercial jet airliners introduced
commercially in October 1980.
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Fortuño: ‘I had a gun to my head’

Café de Luna to open in Old San Juan
Howard Johnson’s Plaza de Armas Hotel invests $150,000
to open new eatery, wine bar in May; addition will create 12 jobs
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Defends job cuts because of need for decisive action, a permanent fix
BY JOHN MARINO

30, 2010, when the 30,000 layoffs are scheduled
to take effect, the governor said.

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

G

ov. Luis Fortuño defended his decision to
pare the public payroll by 30,000 employees
over the next fiscal year, saying the urgency of
the situation he inherited required “aggressive”
action.

Rather, he sees large-scale public works
projects, funded by the federal and local stimulus
packages, as being a more likely source of
job creation. “You’ll begin seeing the public
bid notices. We are trying to re-energize the
economy. We are hoping the private sector will
be reignited,” he said.

“I had a gun to my head. I met with the ratings
agency in December. I needed to act aggressively.
The previous administration had talked about a
hiring freeze. They had heard that one before.
A downgrade to junk status, the consequences
would have been unthinkable,” the governor
said.

The governor said slashing $2 billion annually
of government spending and other measures
to bring a balanced budget would also result
in greater private-sector growth. One of those
measures, slapping a moratorium on tax credits
granted to private businesses who invested
in downtown municipal areas, drew criticism
because it will cost these businesses money.

Fortuño added: “We had no credibility with the
ratings agencies. Promises had been made but
weren’t implemented. I wish I had the leeway to
not do something so dramatic. I did what I did
not thinking of politics but to save the day and
the credit rating of Puerto Rico for the benefit
of our people. The surprise has been that the
reaction has been much more positive than I
thought it would be.”

“Of course it will, when you have 100% tax
credits and no limits. It makes no sense. You
have municipalities giving away these credits but
there is no accountability back to the Treasury
Department. It is irresponsible to have approved
legislation like that,” the governor said.

The governor also said that cutting back the
government payroll, rather than a temporary
salary cut for all public workers or other
proposals, also allowed the problem of the
bloated public payroll to be fixed “once and for
all. It can’t be temporary. We need a permanent
fix,” he said.
Despite the economic pain caused by the job
cuts, the governor noted that the fiscal emergency
measures he took, which also included temporary
taxes, were accompanied by measures aimed at
stimulating the economy, and that on the whole,
the package his administration presented fostered
economic growth.
Fortuño also insisted the goal of the
administration is to get these employees to
“transition to the private sector,” rather than the
unemployment line. That is why the government
is offering incentives like paying for half an
employee’s salary for a year and extending their
health coverage for a year. Other incentives for
employees leaving government include grants
to pay for education, to open up a business or to
relocate to start a new job.
While public-private partnerships (PPPs) will
also likely absorb some public employees, largescale deals are unlikely to be enacted during the
next fiscal year, which runs from July 1 to June

He said the difference with credits granted to
manufacturing, tourism and film ventures, which
remained intact under the fiscal emergency plan,
is that there “are controls and limits.”
“I understand what they were trying to do, but
great intentions often may lead to the wrong
place,” the governor said of legislation granting
credits for downtown area investment.

“We are facing
our most difficult
moment since
the 1930s.
We all need to pitch in.
By doing this,
we will get out of
this hole together
and we will all gain.”

The governor reiterated that the “bitter
medicine” of his fiscal emergency measures is
being shared by all sectors.
Labor unions, meanwhile, have pledged
protests and legal actions against Fortuño’s plan
to eliminate 30,000 government jobs and to place
a two-year moratorium on pay increases and
other negotiated contract terms. The governor,
however, said the labor leaders never complained
when more than 30,000 private-sector jobs were
lost last year, and 75,000 lost over the last two
years.
“We all have to contribute. We all have to pitch
in on this. And that’s what’s appalling about the
message of some, that is, some labor leaders,” the
governor said. “We are facing our most difficult
moment since the 1930s. We all need to pitch
in. By doing this, we will get out of this hole
together and we will all gain.” 䡲

